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PRESS-RELEASE 
(Translation from Russian) 

 
RA «Expert-Rating» confirms the credit rating to bonds of «VAB Leasing» at the 

level uaBBB+ 
 

May 8, 2012 the Rating agency «Expert-Rating» confirms the rating of the bond issue of the 
company VAB Leasing at the level uaBBB+ according to the national scale. A separate bond with 
rating uaBBB+ is characterized by a sufficient solvency in comparison with other Ukrainian 
borrowers or bonds. The level of solvency depends on the impact of unfavorable commercial, 
financial and economic conditions. Confirming the credit rating, the Agency was guided by the 
results of the company’s activity for the Q1 of 2012. 

Table 1  
Key performance indicators of VAB Leasing (th. UAH, %) 

Indicators 
І quarter of 

2012 
(31.03.2012) 

І quarter of 
2011 

(31.03.2012) 

Change for 
2011-2012 

Growth rate 
2011-2012 

Balance sheet indicators:     

Cash and cash equivalents in national currency  16994 2345 14649 625% 

Total liabilities  102076 140651 -38575 -27% 

Short-term and long-term bank loans  59237 107077 -47840 -45% 

Total debt to the bondholders 56080 72800 -16720 -23% 

Shareholders’ equity  67163 58359 8804 15% 

Total assets  169239 199036 -29797 -15% 

Authorized fund  35350 35350 0 0% 

          

Financial results:         

Total revenue  739 423 316 75% 

Financial result from operating activity -5027 44 -5071 -11525% 

Financial income  13125 9349 3776 40% 

Financial expenses 3669 5449 -1780 -33% 

Net profit  2611 2382 229 10% 

         

Ratios:         

Shareholders’ equity/Liabilities ratio 65,80% 41,49% 24,30 p.p. - 

ROE 3,89% 4,08% -0,19 p.p. - 

ROA 1,54% 1,20% 0,35 p.p. - 

Source: Data of the Company, calculations by RA «Expert-Rating» 
 
Confirming the rating, the Agency was guided by the following conclusions:  
 
1. In the Q1 of 2012 the company has continued the tendency of decreasing its debt burden. 

Thus, in the period from 31.03.2011 to 31.03.2012 the company’s liabilities have decreased by 27%. 
Bank loans have decreased almost in twice – by UAH 47,8 mln, total debt to the bond investors – by 
UAH 16,7 mln. Shareholders’ equity of the Company has grown by 15% and has amounted to UAH 
67,2 mln.  

 
2. The analysis of financial results of VAB Leasing has shown that in the Q1 of 2012 the 

company’s revenue has grown by 75% compared to the same indicator of the Q1 of 2011. The 
financial result from operating activities has fallen, but due to the increase in financial income and the 
reduction of financial expenses, net profit of the company has grown by 10% and has amounted to 
UAH 2,6 mln.  
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3. Such indicators as ROE and ROA have remained almost unchanged, while the 
shareholders’ equity/liabilities ratio has grown by 24,3 p.p. compared to the end of the Q1 of 2011. 

 
Table 2 

Indicators, characterizing the leasing portfolio of VAB Leasing (th. UAH, %, pcs) 

Indicators 

 
І quarter of 

2012 
 

І quarter of 
2011 

Change for 
2011-2012 

Growth rate 
2011-2012 

Total value of leasing agreements (th. UAH) 517607 491485 26122 5% 

Number of leasing agreements (pcs) 1479 1131 348 31% 

Value of leasing agreements, which end in more than 12 months (th. UAH) 208091 246738 -38647 -16% 

Value of leasing agreements with individuals (th. UAH) 55384 31947 23437 73% 

Value of leasing agreements from the largest three clients (th. UAH) 44697 45228 -531 -1% 

Value of leasing agreements whose payments are delayed more than by 30 days 
(th. UAH) 

41848 45658 -3810 -8% 

Total reserves formed for compensating loss from the impairment of leasing 
portfolio (th. UAH) 

1297 753 544 72% 

Gross leasing payments derived from clients for the period (th. UAH) 40495 31193 9302 30% 

Short-term receivables of the leasing portfolio (th. UAH) 85946 96142 -10196 -11% 

Bad debts provision (th. UAH) 11399 12474 -1075 -9% 

Source: Data of the Company, calculations by RA «Expert-Rating» 
 
4. A well-designed marketing policy in the segment of individual leasing has enabled VAB Leasing to 

increase the value of leasing agreements with individuals by 73%. The number of leasing agreements is by 
31% higher in the Q1 of 2012, than in the Q1 of 2012. A temporal structure of the leasing portfolio has 
changed, therefore in particular short-term agreements, which end in more than 12 months have increased by 
16%.  

 
In the Q1 of 2012 the company has decreased the bad debt provision by UAH 1,08 mln, and has 

increased the reserve for compensating the impairment of leasing portfolio only by UAH 0,5 mln, while the 
value of agreements with individuals has increased by UAH 23,4 mln compared to the indicators of the Q1 of 
2011. In future RA «Expert-Rating» expects from VAB Leasing the increase in the reserve for compensating 
possible loss due to the risks related to the increase in the proportion of individuals in the general leasing 
portfolio.  
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